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Charles Burnett (Warburg Institute)

Simon of Genoa’s Use of the Breviarium 
of Stephen, the Disciple of Philosophy

Among the sources most frequently cited by Simon of Genoa in his Clavis 
sanationis, is ‘Ste.’ or ‘Stephanus’ sometimes with the addition ‘in synonimis’ 
or even ‘in suis synonimis’. Altogether there are over 385 citations of this kind. 
It was Moritz Steinschneider1 who first guessed that this ‘Stephanus’ might 
be Stephen, ‘the disciple of philosophy’, who translated the Regalis dispositio 
or Liber completus of Haly Abbas (˓Ali ibn al-˓Abbas al-Majusi) in 1127. But he 
was a bit perplexed by the fact that the glossary clearly marked ‘synonyma’, 
which accompanied the printed versions of the Regalis dispositio, was clearly 
not Stephen’s, but was none other than a version of Simon of Genoa’s Clavis 
sanationis, which the Renaissance editor presumptuously attributed to 
himself.2 It was Valentin Rose who, when he described the manuscripts of the 
Staatsbibliothek (at that time, Königliche Bibliothek) in Berlin fourteen years 
later (1905), discovered a manuscript of Haly Abbas which ended with Stephen’s 
own glossary.3 Because of verbatim correspondence with the Clavis sanationis 
(examples of which he provided), Rose was convinced that this glossary was 
the ‘Synonyma’ of Stephen, even though it did not bear the title ‘synonyma’, 
but rather ‘breviarium’. This article will consider more closely the relationship 
between Simon’s Clavis sanationis and Stephen’s Breviarium, using the printed 
edition of the Clavis sanationis,4 the manuscript of the Regalis dispositio that 
Rose described: MS lat. Fol. 74 (Rose no. 898 = B),5 and another, contemporary, 
manuscript: Worcester, Cathedral Library F 40 (= F). 

1 Moritz Steinschneider, “Zur Literatur der Synonyma.” In J.L. Pagel (Ed.) Leben. Lehre und 
Leistungen des Heinrich von Mondeville (Hermondaville), 1. Die Chirurgie des Heinrich von 
Mondeville (Hermondaville). (Berlin: Hirschwald, 1892), 582-595.
2 Haly filius Abbas, Liber totius medicine… (Regalis dispositio), Lyons, 1523, f. 1r: 
“Synonyma de pluribus medicinae autoribus a magistro Michaele de Capella, artium et 
medicinae doctore, collecta, huic libro Hali Abbatis de regali dispositione perutili” (‘The 
synonyms collected from many authorities in medicine by Master Michael de Capella, a 
doctor of Arts and Medicine, being very useful for this book of Haly Abbas on The Royal 
Arrangement’).
3 Valentin Rose, Verzeichniss der lateinischen Handschriften der Königlichen Bibliothek zu 
Berlin, II.3. (Berlin: Behrend, 1905), 1059-1065. 
4 As available on ‘Simon Online’ (www.simonofgenoa.org ).
5 The first part of this copy of the Regalis dispositio is now MS Leipzig, Univ. bibl., 1131.
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Let us first look at Stephen’s text. The Regalis dispositio consists of ten books 
of medical theory and ten books of medical practice. Stephen already promised, 
at the end of his preface to the second, practical part of the work, to include a 
breviary of all the materia medica in Dioscorides:

Nec vero omnino lectorem errori et sollicitudini remisimus, set quod posse nobis 
fuit et Oriens habebat, in totius operis fine omnium que apud Diascoridem sunt 
medicaminum breviarium subdidimus, hinc eorum nomina Grece, illinc Arabice 
habens, ut in cuius venerit hoc opus manus, quid queque res sit aut Grecum si invenit 
aut certe Arabem, sit illi posse consulere. Reliqua vero, que Arabica sunt tantum, 
aut propriis protulimus diffinitionibus, que quidem potuimus, aut omnino siluimus, 
studium daturi ut si quovis modo nobis posse gratia dederit divina, inter Greca et 
Arabica nomina inseramus Latina. 
We have not altogether consigned the reader to error and worry, but added at 
the end of the whole work what we could do, and what the Orient could provide: 
[namely] a breviary of all the materia medica in Dioscorides, on this side giving the 
names in Greek, on that side in Arabic. Thus, in whoever’s hands this work arrives, 
he can consult a Greek, if he finds one, or indeed an Arab, about what each thing 
is. The [names] which are only in Arabic, we have either put forward with their 
proper definitions, when we were able to do so, or we have been silent about 
them, intending to make an effort to insert the Latin names among the Greek and 
Arabic ones, if Divine Grace gives us any possibility to do this.6 

Similar sentiments are included in Stephen’s short preface to the Breviarium 
itself, which runs as follows:

Ad umbilicum, per Dei gratiam, nostre translationis deducto labore, quod reliquum 
est quodque in huius secunde partis polliciti sumus principiis, medicaminum 
omnium breviarium subdimus, quod, collatis et Arabice et Grece scriptis 
Diascoridis libris, elucubrati iunctamus ut, quoniam Latinorum nobis nominum 
ad liquidum peritia non est, qui ad nostrum accesserit opus studiosus lector, de 
incognitis quos possit consulere habeat. Nam et in Sicilia et Salerni, ubi horum 
maxime studiosi sunt, et Greci habentur et lingue gnari Arabice, quos qui voluerit 

6 An edition, with manuscript variants, of this preface is given in Charles Burnett, “Antioch 
as a Link between Arabic and Latin Culture in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries.” in 
Anne Tihon, Isabelle Draelants and Baudouin van den Abeele (Eds.) Occident et Proche-
Orient: contacts scientifiques au temps des croisades. (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), 1-78 (see 
37-38). Reprinted with corrections in Charles Burnett, “Antioch as a Link between Arabic 
and Latin Culture in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries.” in Charles Burnett (ed.), Arabic 
into Latin in the Middle Ages: The Translators and their Intellectual and Social Context. 
(Farnham: Ashgate Variorum, 2009), Article IV. 
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consulere poterit. Et Greca quidem nomina ut sunt plane exponimus, quippe qui 
eisdem fere in sono utimur quibus et illi elementis, Arabica non sic, cum apud illos 
quedam sint littere quarum omnino Latina extorris est lingua. Scripsimus itaque 
illa vicinioribus quibus potuimus. Iam ergo hinc propositum incipiamus.
Having brought to an end, thanks be to God, the labour of our translation, we 
shall add what remains to be done and what we promised at the beginning of 
this second part: [namely] a breviary of all the materia medica. Having toiled 
over this by comparing the books of Dioscorides written in both Arabic and 
Greek, since our experience of the Latin names is not firm, we enjoin any 
studious reader who takes up our work, to seek out those whom he can consult 
over those names unknown to him. For both in Sicily and in Salerno, where 
especially there are students of these matters, there are both Greeks and 
people who know the Arabic language, whom anyone can consult at his will. 
The Greek words we write clearly, just as they are, since we use letters that are 
almost the same in sound as those they use. It is not so, however, for the Arabic 
words, since among them there are certain letters to which the Latin language 
is completely alien. Thus we have represented them with the closest letters 
possible. Let us now begin from here.7 

The glossary immediately follows. In the Berlin manuscript the Greek terms 
are written on the left hand side of the page, the Arabic terms on the right, and 
the occasional Latin terms in the middle (Figure 1); they fill eighteen pages. In 
the Worcester manuscript the scribe attempts to cram the whole glossary into 
four pages, using four columns, and then six columns, to get everything in, and 
marking the columns of Greek and Arabic words with alternate red and turquoise 
vertical lines. There are some 575 items altogether—in Latin transliteration, but 
arranged in strict Greek alphabetical order. Stephen mentions Dioscorides as 
a name that would have been well known to his Latin audience. However, he 
shows no dependence on any Latin translation of the De re medica, and this 
is not surprising. The early (sixth-century) translation of De re medica was 
not widely copied, and the ‘Constantinian’ revision of this work was hardly 
beginning to make an impact in 1127 (its first manuscripts are from the twelfth 
century).8 If he had known either of these versions he probably would have 
disregarded them as being inaccurate and lacunose (as he did in respect to 

7 Burnett, “Antioch as a Link ...”, 2009, 38-39.
8 John M. Riddle, “Dioscorides.” in F. Edward Cranz and Paul Oscar Kristeller (Eds.). 
Catalogus translationum et commentariorum, IV, (Washington: Catholic Univ. of America Pr., 
1980), 1-143.
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Constantine the African’s earlier translation of the Regalis dispositio).9 Rather, 
it is clear that he used Greek and Arabic texts directly (as he claimed). The De 
re medica had been rearranged according to a strict alphabetical order early in 
the Greek transmission of the text.10 Stephen is evidently transliterating a Greek 
text, rather than an Arabic text that preserved the Greek in transliteration. This 
is obvious from the consistency in which he transliterates the Greek letters. In 
keeping with Byzantine pronunciation ioticization is present throughout,11 the 
rough breathing (‘h’) is omitted, and non-initial beta, when followed by a vowel 
or ‘r’ becomes a fricative. No difference is made between long and short vowels, 
and double consonants are usually represented as single. ‘Ai’ (alpha iota) is 
written ‘ae’ initially and ‘e’ within words, theta as ‘th’, and kappa usually as a ‘k’ 
(and always as ‘k’ as an initial; but ‘k’, ‘c’, ‘qu’ occur within words). ‘X’ is used for 
khi, which could be a simple taking-over of the Greek letter. Greek xi is ‘cs’, just 
as psi is ‘ps’. 

In the right-hand column appear the Arabic transcriptions. Here, the 
transcription of the consonants is less rigorous: no differentiation is made 
between qaf and kaf, for which ‘c’ and ‘qu’ are used interchangeably, between 
sin, shin, and sad, all of which are transliterated as ‘s’, and dal and dhal which are 
both ‘d’. There is variation in the two manuscripts between transliterating ȷim as 
‘g’ or as ‘i’, while ˓ayn is usually represented by an ‘h’ (occasionally by an ‘a’). No 
special letters have been used. This perhaps reflects a spoken Arabic, rather than 
the written language, and this might explain the intercalation of vowels within 
consonant clusters, and the imala (‘e’ for ‘a’ and even ‘i’ for long ‘u’). But Stephen 
is consistent in not assimilating the definite article to the following consonant 
(al- is always written ‘el-’) and, occasionally, errors suggest a misreading of 
Arabic script.12 As he says himself in the preface to the second part of the Regalis 
dispositio, he assimilates the Arabic words to Latin morphology, making them 
either neuter words, ending in ‘–um’, or feminine, ending in ‘–a’, and declining 

9 For his sharp criticism of Constantine’s earlier translation of the Regalis dispositio of ˓ Ali ibn 
al-˓Abbas al-Majusi (Pantegni), see Charles Burnett “The Legend of Constantine the African”, 
Micrologus. Natura, scienze e società medievali / Nature, Sciences and Medieval Societies 21 
(2013), 277–94.
10 I owe a great debt to Marie Cronier for recognising that Stephen’s index belongs to the 
Syro-Palestinian family of the Greek Dioscorides, among which the manuscript Florence, 
Laur. plut. 74.23, gives a similar index, edited by Max Wellmann in Dioscorides (1906-
1914), III, 109-135.
11 Upsilon is usually written ‘u’, but presumably would have been pronounced as a front 
vowel (as in French ‘u’), since it is differentiated by Stephen from ‘ou’.
12 E.g. ‘zague’ is written for ‘raghwa’ and ‘zirum’ for ‘ziz’ (the letters ra’ and za’ differ by only 
one dot); ‘defifum’ is written for ‘daqiq’ and ‘bereniasecum’ for ‘birinjasaf’ (qaf and fa’ differ 
by only one dot).
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them as necessary.13 This implies that it is the Arabic terms that Stephen and 
his colleagues are accustomed to using, and this impression is corroborated by 
the fact that, when adjectives or qualifying nouns are added to the term, they 
are in Latin (‘agrestis’ = ‘wild’, ‘sanguis’ = ‘the blood of’, and colour adjectives).14 
Contrary to what is implied at the end of the preface to the second part, there 
are no Arabic words without Greek equivalents.

As for Latin equivalents, sometimes they are only the Latin spellings of the Greek 
words (ending in ‘–um’ rather than ‘–on’). At other times they are of native Latin 
origin; in no case is a Romance form (whether lingua franca or Italian) given. Glosses 
in Latin, however, often provide a complement or a substitute for a translation: 
the Greek ‘adarkes’ is translated as ‘spuma cannarum’, with a gloss in Latin ‘which 
sticks to reed-canes’; defifum is described as ‘a certain porridge that is made’ (no 
Latin equivalent is given); ‘androseimon’ is not translated but the phrase is added: 
‘Dicit Iohannes esse dadiam masculam, id est pellis ubi conduntur testiculi’ (‘John says 
that it is ‘masculine dadia, i.e. the skin under which the testicles are hidden’); and 
‘bekhion’ is described as ‘herba que a tusse denominatur’ (‘the herb which is named 
from coughing’). In only one case is there a reference to the ‘common people’: ‘vocat 
vulgus’ (‘the people call’) the blood of the chameleon ‘camelum iudeacum’. 

Stephen ends the glossary with a reiteration of the fact that he has used only 
Greek and Arabic sources:

Hec sunt que in Siria ad presens nostra invenit manus de medicaminum interpretatione 
Grece et Arabice. In quo si quid erratum posteritas invenerit, nobis non imputandum 
credat. Neque enim noster est set aliorum labor, et sic inventum posuimus. Si autem 
dederit Deus et otium gerendorum affuerit, utrumque plenius rimaturi sumus. 
These are what our hand found concerning the interpretation of materia medica 
in Greek and Arabic. If posterity finds anything wrong in this, it should not be 
blamed on us. For it is not our work, but rather that of others, and we have just 
put it forward as we found it. But if God allows us, and we have the leisure to do 
so, we shall explore each [Greek and Arabic] more fully.15

13 Burnett, “Antioch as a Link ...”, 2009, 35-36: quoniam… omnia … hic fere posita medicaminum 
nomina Arabum proferuntur lingua, et nos Latina parum habebamus assueta, prout sunt in 
Arabico, ea proferimus, etiam que cognita nobis sunt nonnumquam, que incognita ubique, set 
ad Latine formam declinationis inclinata. Since… almost all the names of the medicaments 
here [in Haly Abbas’s book] are presented in the language of the Arabs, and we are little 
accustomed to the Latin names, we present them as they are in Arabic—sometimes even 
those which are known to us; in all cases when they are unknown to us, but we decline them 
according to the Latin.
14 This also agrees with Stephen’s policy for simple medicines in the text of Haly Abbas, 
where he retains the Arabic forms in Latin transcription, with Latin terminations (see below).
15 Burnett “Antioch as a Link ...”, 2009, 39-40.
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So, it is clear that Stephen, the Disciple of Philosophy, had access to 
Dioscorides’ De re medica, in Greek as well as to an Arabic translation, if not 
to a text in which the Arabic terms were already listed alongside the Greek.16 
This access was in Antioch (he mentions ‘Siria’), where we know that the books 
of the Regalis dispositio were translated (or at least copied) at various dates 
within 1127.17 

We know from another translation he made—the Book of the Configuration 
of the World (within the Liber Mamonis), a cosmology by Ibn al-Haytham—that 
Stephen was an excellent translator, with a very high level of knowledge of both 
the language and the subject matter,18 and the Breviarium witnesses to a similar 
level of diligence and competence.
 

* 

What did Simon of Genoa make of Stephen’s Breviarium? First of all, it must be 
stated that, in the preface to the Clavis sanationis, where he gives a detailed 
list of all the authorities on which he bases his work, he fails to mention the 
name of Stephen and his glossary completely. Admittedly, Simon does not 
mention any Latin author or translator more recent than the eleventh-century 
Gariopontus (the Passionarius), and passes over in silence any debt that he 
may have had to more recent medical writers. But it does seem a little strange 
that Stephen features so prominently in the Clavis itself, but receives no 
comment in the preface. On the other hand Simon refers to Haly Abbas’s Liber 
completus, without mentioning that Stephen is the translator. He makes some 
rather uncomplimentary remarks concerning the book:  

16 Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariyya’ al-Razi refers to texts on materia medica ‘in 
three columns: a column for Greek, a column for Syriac, and one for Arabic’ (Emilie 
Savage-Smith, “The Working Files of Rhazes: Are the Jami‘ and the Hawi Identical?” in 
Rotraud Hansberger, M. Afifi al-Akiti and Charles Burnett (Eds.), Medieval Arabic Thought: 
Essays in Honour of Fritz Zimmermann. (London, Turin: Warburg Institute, 2012), 173.
17 As a typical example, one may quote the statement at the beginning of the eighth 
book of the second part of Haly filius Abbas, Liber totius medicine….Lyons, 1523, 
f. 261v: Translatio Stephani phylosophie discipuli de Arabico in Latinum scripsitque 
ipse et complevit anno a passione Domini millesimo centesimo vicesimo .vii. mense 
Novembris die .iii. feria septima apud Antiochiam. The translation from Arabic into Latin 
of Stephen, the disciple of philosophy. He wrote the copy himself and completed it 
in the year from the passion of our Lord 1127, on Saturday, November the third, at 
Antioch.
18 This is the subject of a thesis being completed at the Warburg Institute, University of 
London, by Dirk Grupe, “The Latin reception of Arabic astronomy and cosmology in mid-
twelfth-century Antioch: The Liber Mamonis and the Dresden Almagest”, unpublished PhD 
thesis, University of London, 2013.
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Et ex libro Aliabatis qui vocatur liber completus in quo admodum parum proficere 
potui. Nam vocabulorum que continet quedam neque Greca neque Arabica sunt, et 
aliqua Greca et aliqua Arabica, sed ad Latinum modum declinandi extorta et ob hoc 
a propria prolatione corrupta. 
I also used the book of Haly Abbas, which is called the ‘Complete Book’ from 
which I was able to draw very little profit. For, of the words that it contains, some 
are neither Greek nor Arabic; others are Greek and Arabic but have been twisted 
into the Latin way of declining, and because of this their proper pronunciation 
has been corrupted.19

These statements are borne out by the use Simon makes of Haly Abbas, and 
his comments on the work, in the body of the Clavis. There are only some twenty-
four references to the text, either as ‘Haly/Ali (with or without ‘Abbatis’)’, or as 
‘Regalis dispositio’ (never ‘liber completus’), or as both – which counts as ‘profiting 
very little’. And we find comments such as:

In regali vero dispositione Hali vocatur bululengeri, sed nec Grecum neque Arabicum est. 
In the Regalis Dispositio of Haly it is called ‘bullulengeri’, but it is neither Greek nor Arabic. 
Ezeledari in secundo pratice Aliab. exponitur quod est zinziber nec Grecum nec 
Arabicum est. 
Ezeledari in the second [book] of the Practica is explained as being ginger, but it is 
neither Greek nor Arabic.20 

The ‘second book of the Practica’ referred to here and in several other 
references to Haly, is the book of the Regalis dispositio which is devoted to 
medical simples (materia medica), of which, from chapter thirty-four onwards, it 
gives an annotated list. As such it is sometimes called the Antidotarium. Most of 
Simon’s quotations from the Regalis dispositio seem to come from this source. 
‘Bullulengeri’ happens to be the first item in this list:

Bullulengeri (i.e. absinthium B in marg.) excellentior huius species est croceum, 
novum in quo sit pauca ponticitas et quod aufertur de regione Sirie in partibus 
Tarsi (in rasi pr). Eius complexio calida est in primo gradu, sicca in tertio, sapor eius 
amarus… 
Bullulengeri the best of this species is yellow and fresh, in which there is a little 
tartness, and what is taken from the region of Syria in the area of Tarsus. Its 
complexion is hot in the first degree, dry in the third, its taste is bitter...21 

19 Clavis, Preface §4.
20 Ibid., Abscintium, Ezeledari.
21 Haly filius Abbas, Liber totius medicine… (Regalis dispositio), Lyons, 1523, f. 166r, MS B, 
fol.
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The references to the Regalis dispositio are distinguished from those to 
‘Stephanus’ (with or without the mention of ‘synonima’):

Saber vel sabr Ara<bice> est aloes, apud Aliab<as> invenitur sabare et in 
syno<nimis> Step<hani> sabarum.
Sabar or sabr in Arabic is aloes. In Haly Abbas is found ‘sabare’ and in the 
Synonyms of Stephen ‘sabarum’. 
Ste<phanus> etiam in suis synonimis dicit quod anagallus est auricula muris… 
S<tephanus> in synonimis de M. et in secundo pratice Hali.
Stephen also in his Synonyms says that ‘anagallus’ is mouse-ear… under ‘m’, 
and in the second [book] of the Practica of Haly.22

Nevertheless, Simon clearly knew that Stephen had translated the Regalis 
dispositio. For, at the beginning of his account of the materia medica beginning 
with ‘q’ he writes:

Q littera nec Greci nec Arabes habent. Stephanus tamen translator Regalis 
dispositionis multa vocabula que per chef vel kaf scribuntur apud Arabes per q scripsit. 
Neither the Greeks nor the Arabs have the letter ‘q’. Stephen, the translator of the 
Regalis dispositio, however, wrote many words that are written with a qaf or kaf in 
Arabic, with a ‘q’.23

An indication that Simon had the Breviarium in front of him when describing 
the Synonima, is his statement that:

Idem error apparet in synonimis Ste<phani> ubi nomina G<reca> exponuntur per 
A<rabica>, deinde per Latina. 
The same error appears in the Synonyms of Stephen, where Greek names are 
explained through Arabic ones, and then through Latin names.24

Simon’s use of the Breviarium is corroborated from the more extensive 
quotations from the Synonima:

22 Clavis, Saber and Auricula muris.
23 Ibid., Q littera.
24 Ibid., Nux romana.
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CLAVIS SANATIONIS BREVIARIUM

Ste<phanus> in Synonimis agalosia est 
xiloaloes ab India veniens (s. v. agalugim)

agaloxon (Gr.) xiloaloes (Lat.) aud (Ar.) quod 
ab India aufertur 

alupum exponit Ste<phanus> quod est 
terbedum et est turbith (s.v. alupum) alupon (Gr.) turbit (Lat.) terbedum (Ar.)

atriplex G<rece> vocatur andrafaxis apud 
D<iascuridem> … sed Ara<bice> kataf et 
sarmeth dicitur, Ste<fanus> coatutum et 
sermach (s.v. atriplex)

andrafaxis (Gr.) atriplex (Lat.) sermacum 
catafum (Ar.) 

adharcis… Ste<fanus> in synonimis adharsis 
vel adarchion, et est spuma que circa cannas 
adunatur (s.v. adharcis)

adarkis vel adarchion (Gr.) spuma cannarum 
(Lat.) zague (Ar. = raghwa) que circa cannas 
adunatur

aethyopis Ste<phanus>: est specie busami et 
cinami ab epythopia (s.v. aethyopis)

aethiopis (Gr.) – (Lat.) species busim (Ar.) et est 
ei nomen ab Ethiopia

asum Ste.: pro as scripsit: quod est mirtus 
Arabice (s.v. asum) mursini (Gr.) mirtus (Lat.) assum (Ar.)

One can see immediately from these comparisons that Simon’s version is 
considerably corrupt in respect to the original. That this is not entirely the fault 
of the condition of the text of the Clavis sanationis is clear from Simon’s own 
statements concerning the faultiness of Stephen’s terms:

Ageratos … Ste[phanus] in synonimis exposuit per Arabicum helfa, quod ignoro.
Stephen explains this through the Arabic word helfa, which I do not recognize.
Aedyonela exponit [.g.] Ste. per Arabicum cadite leiel utrumque ignoro.
Stephen explains Aedyonela through the Arabic cadite leiel, both of which I do not 
recognize.
Asmachum dixit Ste<phanus> vocari absinthium sed nescio qua lingua. 
Stephen has said that absinthe is called asmachum, but I do not know in what 
language.25

When one looks at the manuscripts of the Breviarium, the words become much 
clearer. We find ‘Aedionelafu’, which is the literal transliteration of αἰδοῖον ἐλάφου, 
for which the Arabic equivalent is ‘cadit eleiel’ in which ‘t’ has been written in place of 
‘b’: qadib al-ayyil. Both terms mean ‘deer’s penis’. ‘Asmachum’ is simply a corruption, 
since the manuscripts of the Breviarium clearly give the Greek transliteration 
‘absinthion’ (ἀψίνθιον) and the Arabic transliteration ‘afsinthin’ (B)/absinthii’ (F). 

In many cases Simon simply points out that Stephen has added a Latin ending 
to the word (‘assum’ for ‘as’, ‘basalum’ for ‘basal’, etc.). Typical is ‘Stephanus has 
written x for y’, such as ‘Bablegum scripsit Ste. pro belilico.’26

25 Ibid., Ageratos, Aedyonela, Asmachum.
26 Ibid., Bablegum.
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It is evident, therefore, that Simon had access to a text of Stephen’s Breviarium 
which was considerably corrupted. What remains to be done is to trace the route 
by which the Breviarium of Stephen, the Disciple of Philosophy, an incomplete 
but competent piece of work, became the Synonyma of Stephen, and in the 
process of transmission became corrupted into the form known to Simon of 
Genoa.

Figure 1. Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, lat. fol. 74, ff. 334v
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